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Wyven Laxim

Wyven Laxim is a Active Player Character played by Zanven Brax.

Wyven Laxim
Species & Gender: Male Iromakuanhe

Organization: The Golden Band
Occupation: Pilot

Rank: Squad Leader
Current Placement: N/A

Physical Description

N/A

Personality

na

History

Wyven Laxim was born 20日 4月 in YE 21. He was born to Iromakuanhe parents Sen and Minerva Laxim
at the time of the Chaos Hive War on a planet on the fringes of the Tange Star system. His family owned
a farm and were remarkable in the small community as they took care of many families, but with the
sparse population and where the planet was situated, they often found themselves hurting for money.
Sen and Minerva helped set up trade routes as Sen's father was a big contributor to the construction of a
spaceport as well as several urban developments that lead to a steady incline of population growth even
with alien forces moving in and encroaching on their planet. In YE_25 the planet was attacked and in the
defense of everything that the Laxim family had built, there was a stable militia in which everyone that
was able-bodied participated. The alien force razed a quarter of the planet and in the fight, his
grandfather and mother lost their lives. Sen was left alone with his son as the planet struggled to rebuild,
but Sen became reclusive and soon Wyven was coming of an age where he began to grow in leaps and
bounds.

YE_26 Wyven had just turned six and he was working on the Laxim farm, his father was tending to
livestock and trading with the other farmers as he tended to the fields using a small agricultural vehicle.
Wyven suffered from not having a mother or any other family other than his father, the latent abilities of
the Ironmakuanhe made matters worse as when his father reminisced on what happened in the past he
shared the emotional pain. He became more of a caretaker as the years went on and he got older,
learning to drive bigger vehicles, saving his father from himself, and learning to make money and trade
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for his family. His father was a sorry sight though and by the time YE_31 came he suffered a catastrophic
accident while trying to tend to the fields while Wyven was at the spaceport conducting trade with a
merchant fleet. Wyven returned home and saw the state his father was left in and in his final moments,
he apologized to Wyven and passed from his injuries, leaving the ten-year-old Wyven alone to fend for
his own on a large homestead.

For the next eight years, Wyven sold off bits of his farm after he discovered his grandfather's hideout on
the planet. He heard of the news of the first contact the Empire had with a hostile race. Wyven soon got
into petty crime and other ways of producing an income as he learned from the words of his grandfather
and even learned that his father was quite the daredevil as a young child. He soon found a modified
fighter in a small hangar in his grandfather's hideout. He learned the basics of the ship all while
memorizing the workings and the weapons that were stored. Inside the hangar was also a small armory
and as such Wyven learned to shoot and mechanics on the ship.

When YE_40 came to Wyven learned of the Task Force that his granfather was apart of.

Skills Learned

Starship Operations: Wyven was always enamored with the galaxy and the interstellar vehicles
that were used to navigate through it. He studied his grandfather's journals and videos that he had
passed down. He furthered his education through schooling and the eventual discovery of his
grandfather's hideout.
Vehicles: When Wyven could not train to pilot a starship he was driving vehicles planetside as
long as he could remember. His earliest memory was of driving his father home from a bar one
night when he was six. He moved up as he found small odd jobs that required him to pilot other
ground craft and simple agricultural machines.
Maintenance and Repair: Using the notes from his grandfather's belongings he learned about the
basic upkeep of machinery. As he grew up the little hobby became a way of life as he was able to
fix his friend's vehicles and local machines, as well as even having some experience with the
secondhand military craft found in junkyards or salvage.
Fighting: Growing up on an agricultural planet far enough off of the man trade routes meant that
there was not a lot to do besides working, drinking, and getting into trouble. Wyven learned to fight
from his father and even saw a few videos while searching online. This grew into an obsession in
his teen years as he was always seen fighting in some sort of small-time gladiatorial ring for some
money. His street smarts lead him to be competent enough to fight some of the spacers that came
in and got rowdy.
Entertainment: With his desire to get out and see the galaxy and to be a free spirit he often
found himself singing to himself or locally at bars until he was becoming an adult. He loved to tell
stories and with the spacers that visited he was able to gain knowledge…legends, and even news
of the life beyond his planet. He began to weave stories and this gained him popularity with women
and others that were susceptible to his tales and led to him being able to be somewhat of a hype
man and a con man.
Engineering: Wyven always wanted to build something that would take the galaxy by storm and
allow him to live like a rich man. He soon found out that engineering was the way to go as he
modified simple vehicles into racing pods and even developed a few small engines for the locals he
met. Now he was into repairing, making components, and making money wherever he could.
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Communications: With the desire to provide entertainment and read the writings of his
grandfather Wyven learned early on that being able to communicate fluently was the best way to
get info. He learned of various ways to get what he needed and soon found out that he had a silver
tongue and golden hands as he was able to talk himself into deals, forge documents, and even get
himself out of trouble or get those he despised INTO trouble.
* He can read, write, and speak the following languages fluently: Freefolk, Saalsari, Trade, and
Yamataigo

Social Connections

Wyven Laxim is connected to:

na

Inventory & Finance

Wyven Laxim has the following:

na

Wyven Laxim currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by zanven_brax on 01, 28 2023 at 13:49 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Wyven Laxim
Character Owner Zanven Brax
Character Status Active Player Character
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